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1. Asset resilience and our strategy

Our strategy and duties

Ensuring resilient water networks is a key theme of our strategy. It is also central to our duties 
and those of companies as well as a priority in the strategic policy statements of both UK and 
Welsh Governments.

In our forward work plan, we signalled a focus on improving long-term asset resilience by 
setting up the frameworks needed to improve asset management in the sector over the long 
term, including how companies predict the impact and manage risks to their networks arising 
from climate change.

‘Resilience in the Round’ links corporate, financial 
and operational elements together with 
customers at the heart.

A key element of resilience in the round is 
operational resilience. Water systems need to 
remain resilient to a range of existing and 
emerging threats. Asset resilience, which 
underpins operational resilience, refers to the 
resilience that is provided at asset level to protect 
it from failure. 

Operational 
resilience

Financial resilience

Corporate 
resilience
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1. Asset resilience and our strategy

Why asset resilience?

There are many ongoing pieces of work and a variety of stakeholders focused on different 
elements of operational resilience.

However we think that there is a gap in the area of asset resilience

• Long-term planning frameworks, WRMPs, DWMPs do not cover asset resilience in 
particular reliability of assets / asset health; and

• there are continued indications that long-term resilience still needs improving. 

In recent years we have done some work in the area of asset resilience. 

However, we have limited visibility of how asset resilience is managed by companies and we 
have concerns about the long term risk to customers and the environment from asset failure, 
and the extent to which companies are managing these risks effectively over the longer term. 
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1. Asset resilience and our strategy

We are focusing on asset management maturity 

We want a better understanding of how companies manage risks from assets and to consider 
our approach to regulation in light of that understanding. 

We want to work in collaboration with the sector to develop a cross-sector picture of asset 
management maturity. We want to understand the processes, teams, technologies and 
culture within companies that help you to monitor and manage your assets effectively and 
efficiently. 

Asset management maturity is key to deliver asset resilience and therefore this insight will  
help to identify and share where there may be areas for improvement and where there is good 
understanding of asset risk in the sector, in: 

• The tools and capabilities to identify resilience risks and future approaches to planning 
needs including the impact of climate change

• Approaches to planning and prioritisation of asset management interventions

• Resilience action plans to strengthen insight and organisational capability

• Transparency around the sector’s improving maturity



Ofwat Maturity Assessment Project

Why transparency around asset management maturity is important

Chris Royce
4 November 2020



Asset Management Maturity Assessment (Water)
As a sector we have had a few attempts

7 Asset Management Maturity

External 
Developments

1995 20202000 2005 2010 2015

Regulatory 
Environment

PAS 55 V1
2004

Feb 2006
MD 212 Asset 
Management Planning to 
maintain serviceability 

May 2002
RD14/02
Ofwat assessment 
approach. Stage B 
has a scoring of 
companies 
application of the 
CMPCF 

Asset Management 
Assessment (AMA) 
Assessment of business 
plans adapted from AMPAP 

20 December 2010 
Infrastructure UK. 

Infrastructure Cost 
Review Water 

Industry cost data 
mentioned as good 

practice 

PR04

2007
AMPAP

Self assessment of 
company asset 

management 
capability 

May 2002 
Capital Maintenance Planning – A Common Framework 

(CMPCF) 
The Common Framework is founded on risk-based
principles so that in most cases capital maintenance will be
justified on the current and future probability of asset
failure and the resultant consequences for customers, the
environment and water service providers, including the
costs arising. PAS 55 V2

2008

PR99 PR09 PR14 PR19

September 2017
Resilience in the Round 
requirements published 

by Ofwat

Target Asset Health 
review by CH2Hill for 

Ofwat

Top 20 Projects 
maturity assessment

ISO 55001
2014

2015
Updated AMPAP

Self assessment of 
company asset 

management capability



Assessment of maturity

Asset Management Maturity
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Maturity Scale

1 Innocent The organisation is not aware of the importance of the Asset Management activity

2 Aware The organisation is aware of the importance of the Asset Management activity but at this stage has done nothing to address it

3 Developing The organisation has begun to develop a process to deal with the Asset Management activity

4 Competent The complete process now exists and the organisation is systematically applying the process to the Asset Management activity

5 Aspiring The organisation is effective in applying its process and is looking to adopt the appropriate best practice for the Asset Management activity 

6 Excellent The organisation has fully integrated its process and is continually improving how it delivers the asset management activity

FOUNDATIONAL MATURITY

The Institute of Asset Management (IAM) have developed a maturity assessment, during PR09 Ofwat used AMA as an 
assessment approach and UKWIR further refined this model into AMPAP to aid companies in their development.

This is a continuum 
and as such new 

insights and 
knowledge we 

redefine current 
‘world class’.

Estimated minimum to achieve ISO 55001 certification

Compliance with standards is not the same as asset management excellence!
8 Asset Management Maturity



IAM - 39 Subject Areas

Core Elements:

39 Subject Areas

The core elements have then further expanded into 39 subject areas. These areas cross organisational boundaries and need 
to work as an integrated system to be effective.

Source: IAM  and GFMAM

1. Strategy and Planning
2. Asset Management Decision Making
3. Lifecycle Delivery
4. Asset Information
5. Organisation and People
6. Risk and Review

9 Asset Management Maturity



Self-assessment methodology builds on AMPAP which was Capital 
Mainteance and now covers all expenditure planning:

Updates include:

• Price Controls (needs updating to align to PR19)

• ISO 55000 Mapping and alignment of scoring scale

• Customer outcomes

Asset Management Maturity (Water)
AMPAP Version 2 (UKWIR 15/RG/05/44)

10 Asset Management Maturity



Continuous Improvement (ISO 55001 and AMPAP) Processes and Capability

Example - Network Rail

AMCL review their capability and planned improvments

Benchmarking Capability and Processes

Example - Portfolio Management (P3M)

Used to understand and identify best practice

Evaluation Assessment

Example – AMA for PR09

Change Management

Example – Various change models

Change implemetation model, before and after (benefits management)

Maturity Assessments

Why is this important?

11 Asset Management Maturity

ORR – AMCL Network Rail 

Key point: Not a one-off assessment



Chris Royce
croyce@anglianwater.co.uk

+ (44) 7850 749508

mailto:croyce@anglianwater.co.uk
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3. Project goals and objectives

Project goals

• To deliver an insight into asset management maturity; and
• To use that insight to address any issues found including to improve asset management 

maturity in the sector.

How will we achieve our goals?

Collaborating on this with the sector is crucial for us as is enabling comparison between 
companies

We want to co-create an asset management maturity assessment to gain a better insight into 
your approach to asset management and decision making. A common understanding of asset 
management and resilience will aid communication across the sector

We will collaborate through:

• Virtual working groups; and 
• Company / Ofwat meetings. 

If you would like one of these one to one meetings please contact me dena.barasi@ofwat.gov.uk

mailto:dena.barasi@ofwat.gov.uk
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4. High level plan – key milestones

2020 2021
Oct
Q3

Nov
Q3

Dec
Q3

Jan
Q4

Feb
Q4

March
Q4

April
Q1

May
Q1

Project launch

Asset 
maturity 
assessment

Kick off meeting 
with sector & 
introduce lexicon

Co-creation of asset maturity 
questionnaire 

Sector task Groups
Share asset 
maturity 
questionnaire 
with sector

Review sector 
questionnaire 
responses

Company meetings Consultancy
review

Engagement with other 
interested stakeholders eg

NAVs
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5. Project activities and deliverables

Asset management maturity assessment

To speed up the co-creation of a maturity assessment in the virtual world, we have begun 
developing an asset management maturity assessment straw man to kick start the process. 

The company working groups we are setting up will further develop this.

The assessment will be a success if, once completed, it provides a shared, comparable and 
consistent understanding of asset management maturity across companies.

It will highlight areas of good practice and areas of weakness or concern that may need 
addressing.

But it will not tell us about asset condition or the level of risk to customers and the environment. 
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5. Project activities and deliverables

How does this compare to previous approaches to monitor asset management and current 
standards such as ISO 55001?

Our aim is to build on the work done by CH2M in the targeted review of asset health, elements 
of existing asset management frameworks, targeting aspects of asset health and embedding 
elements of resilience planning. 

• Developing this with water industry assets in mind
• with bespoke criteria and elements that for example may only be covered at a much higher 

level in ISO methodologies
• Focus on the long-term management of assets 
• linking to wider issues such as resilience, wider system interactions, or long-term planning 

implications

Other water specific approaches, such as AMA or UKWIR’s common framework for capital 
maintenance, focus on the delivery of business plans. 

The maturity assessment we will create together aims to understand asset management 
practice in more detail for each asset class and for the short, medium and long term, including 
the impact of climate change, and embedding continuous improvement.
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5. Project activities and deliverables

Are we trying to impose a uniform approach to asset management?

No, this assessment will improve our understanding of asset management and 
resilience practice across the water sector in a broadly consistent manner.

This does not take ownership of asset management and decision making away 
from companies.

Our aim is that the criteria used in the assessment will allow for a diversity of 
approaches to be used while considering elements that are widely regarded as 
good practice in the industry.
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6. Potential follow on from this work

We are genuinely open minded about what we might do after this work:

Company Boards

Company Boards could use this information to learn from other companies and deliver 
improvements in asset management to increase their maturity and/or make the most efficient 
and effective long term investment decisions. 

Ofwat

We could address any issues we see arising through our other regulatory tools, for example by 
disseminating best practice or focusing innovation in certain areas. 

We may also look at building on the assessment to improve the underlying frameworks for 
understanding asset resilience risk.
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7. Task Groups

Purpose 

To gain an understanding of what information we need and how best to capture 
that information 

The task groups will further develop the strawman/prototype we have drafted, 
looking to fill gaps, remove unnecessary areas etc.

Timing

The task groups will commence in November 2020. 
The bulk of the group meetings will be in November 2020 to January 2021. 

Measure of success

A measure of success will be a well-researched and well-structured assessment 
that delivers insight in a comparable way across companies.
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7. Task Groups

Scope

There will be 4 task groups. The scope of the each group will be as follows:

Group 1
Policy and strategy
Line of sight between asset health and outcomes 

Secondary Scope
Stakeholder and customer engagement
Capability and continuous improvement

Group 2
Data

Group 3
Investment planning and decision making

Group 4
Processes and systems for monitoring asset health 

Secondary Scope
Assurance and Reporting
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7. Task groups

How will we run the task groups?

We will facilitate each of the task groups using Microsoft Teams.

In the first meeting we will present a picture of our current thinking and 
encourage discussion to challenge and enhance our thinking. 

We will pose a series of questions in each task group which will form an ongoing 
discussion on that thread.   

The questions and responses will be recorded in Microsoft Teams. This allows the 
opportunity for all Team members to add to their points to the discussion (during 
or after the meeting) for as long as the task remains open.

The output from each task group will be a series of work tasks for further 
investigation.

Each task will be assigned a task leader and there will be an agreed timescale for 
completion.  

We will seek regular feedback from all attendees as to how we can improve the use 
of this collaborative space.
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8. Introduction to the lexicon

What’s the issue?

Talking the same language AND having a common understanding = good 
communication of information

Why a lexicon?

Lexicon definition: 

(a list of) all the words used in a particular language or subject, or a dictionary 
–

What will it be?

It will be a quick reference for frequently used terminology that is relevant to our 
work in the water and sewage sector.

• A common language – well at least the basics
• It will be accessible on line
• Use plain English
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8. What’s in the lexicon?

Background and Purpose

• General overview and how it can be used
• Expectations and ambition for the sector 

The language of resilience – moving to a shared terminology

• The basic A – Z of resilience terms with context and examples to support where 
helpful

Approaches to infrastructure based resilience

• Examples from other sectors such as energy – telecoms, rail and road etc.
• Case studies

Useful references and further reading

• Links to relevant studies, research and reports
• Links to key organisations 
• Links to useful websites
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8. How would the lexicon be used?
Using the lexicon

• to inform communication choices
• to find consistent language between companies, regulators and customers and 

other key stakeholders 
• to use language/terminology that more clearly informs about the strategic 

approach to resilience
• always ‘on’ access

A living document

The lexicon should be viewed as a living document that YOU contribute to help 
us/sector update and improve over time.

Reviewed and updated

To be kept under review and to update it periodically so it remains relevant and at 
the leading edge of best practice

Spotlight on contemporary examples and case studies

It will continue to highlight recent examples of good practice from other sectors. 
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9. Next steps and close
Our next step is to finalise the membership for each of the working groups.

If you have not already done so, please let us know which working group(s) you / someone in your team 
would be interested in participating in. We are having a session on 6 November at 10am so everyone is 
familiar with the technology and how we plan for it to work.

Please send expressions of interest to the following people:

Group 1: main focus – Asset health policy and strategy
Contact gillian.tanfield@Ofwat.gov.uk

Group 2: Asset health data
Contact ian.pemberton@Ofwat.gov.uk

Group 3: Investment planning and decision making
Contact arturo.casal@Ofwat.gov.uk

Group 4: main focus – Processes and systems for monitoring asset health
Contact nicholas.adjei@Ofwat.gov.uk

The first meeting of each working groups will take place at
Group 1 - 14:00 on the 11th November, Group 2 - 14:00 on the 12th November
Group 3 - 10:00 on the 16th November, Group 4 10:00 on the 17th November

We would also like to offer companies the opportunity to discuss / showcase asset management maturity 
to us on a one to one basis. If you would like to do this please contact dena.barasi@ofwat.gov.uk

If you have any other queries about the project in general please contact dena.barasi@ofwat.gov.uk.



Thank you and questions


